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ABSTRACT

Applying concepts of embodied cognition positively impacts pedagogy in
the theory and aural skills classrooms. This thesis defines a holistic view of the
student and identifies how classroom instruction from that perspective can
benefit student learning as well as overall well-being. The opening chapters
provide a brief scientific background and connect concepts of embodied
cognition with specific music theory and aural skills examples from an interview.
A select survey of the music theory pedagogy literature also illustrates principles
of embodied cognition. Based on this background, the final chapter presents new
sample lesson plans and discusses how to adapt to student needs.
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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction

The body is not a new topic to music theory literature. Many articles from
the early 1990s discuss the idea of gendered aspects in music theory and
musicology. The argument is that intellect (and therefore the mind) is considered
masculine, and the mind is the only perspective from which theory is discussed;
the feminine quality of feeling the music, speaking both emotionally and
physically, has been downplayed. Cusick observed this in herself: “As a
performer, I act on and with what we ordinarily call music with my body; as a
musicologist I have been formed to act on (and with?) what we ordinarily call
music with my mind, and only with my mind.”2 Similarly, reflecting on her feelings
during an in-class discussion, Marion A. Guck saw how the pressure to be
intellectual affected her and her teaching: “… if a tune doesn’t have qualities…
that pull at the body and soul, then I’m not sure it’s music. Why am I
uncomfortable saying this? To tell the truth, because I’m a music theorist: I was
trained to think about musical structure, and my job, in this class, is to teach

Suzanne G. Cusick, “Theory, Music Theory, and the Mind/Body
Problem,” Perspectives of New Music 23, no 1 (Winter 1994): 9, https://
www.jstor.org/stable/833149.
2
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voice-leading and harmony, not banal sentimentalism.”3 These experiences
began a discussion about the intersection of music and feminist theory. While I
agree with the importance of involving the body and spirit in the theory
classroom, I would like to offer different reasoning for it. Rather than considering
gendered ideas, taking a holistic view of the student and of cognition can offer
both a reason for teaching to the body and ideas for how to do so.
During the course of my undergraduate career, I experienced a lifealtering car accident. My recovery process required me to more fully consider
how being a musician is a physical activity and just how much the mind and body
affect one another. As part of my own healing, I have studied movement,
perception, and the autonomic nervous system through the lenses of yoga and
the Feldenkrais Method®, as well as specific neurocentric training through Z-

Marion A. Guck, “A Woman’s (Theoretical) Work,” Perspectives of New
Music 32, no. 1 (Winter 1994): 35, http://www.jstor.com/stable/833150.
3
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Health® Performance Solutions.4 All of this has culminated in this thesis, applying
a mind-body centered perspective to music theory and aural skills pedagogy.
There are three main benefits of using the body in teaching music
students. First, certain use of the mind-body relationship can create a state of the
brain in which deep learning is more likely.5 Music theory requires a working
knowledge of the material covered rather than just memorization. Second,
singing or playing an instrument is a physical activity, and mindful use of the body
may increase awareness and thereby potentially decrease the risk of an over-use
injury. Particularly in aural skills, using the body in conjunction with interpreting
music could increase both musicality and safety in practicing through the pairing

The Feldenkrais Method® is a somatic practice intended to offer the
individual new and more effective movements for everyday life. Based in
principles of biomechanics, learning science, and human development, the
Method® utilizes gentle movement and directed attention to increase range of
motion, ease of movement, and coordination. “The Feldenkrais Method,” About
Us, Feldenkrais Resources, accessed March 11, 2022, https://
www.feldenkraisresources.com/customtext_a/253.htm.
Z-Health® Performance Solutions teaches a curriculum of functional
applied neuroscience. Neurocentric training offers another perspective on
improved movement. In addition to the biomechanics of movement, Z-Health®
practitioners consider the neural loop required for movement (receiving an input
of information, interpreting information and deciding how to respond, creating a
motor output). “About Us,” Z-Health Performance Solutions, accessed March 11,
2022, https://zhealtheducation.com/about-us/.
4

Andrew Huberman, episode 7, “Using Failures, Movement, & Balance to
Learn Faster,” published February 15, 2021, Huberman Lab, produced by
SciComm Media, podcast, 1hr., 28 min., https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/
how-to-learn-faster-by-using-failures-movement-balance/id1545953110?
i=1000509076366.
5
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of neural signals during the learning process between body and sound. Third, the
personal awareness involved in embodied cognition may increase a student’s
ability to manage stress. According to the Healthy Mind Network, the studentreported academic impact of mental health and emotional challenges for more
than six days has increased by fourteen percent from 2014 to 2021.6 Theory and
aural skills are courses every music major will take, and the professors have an
opportunity to make an impact both in their classrooms and beyond.
Patricia Owen-Smith published The Contemplative Mind in the
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning in 2018, but her words seem only more
timely now:
Teaching can change the fabric of the world. Never has the call to assume
this agency been more immediate and crucial than now. We are standing
on the hallowed ground of the academy at a privileged moment in time.
We are called to assume this power and authority in the service of our
students, one another, and the planet. Of course, we must summon a
radical bravery, a willingness to step beyond the comfortable boundaries
of traditions that no longer sustain us, and embrace the traditions of
wisdom that have been so marginalized by an academy of the past.7

Daniel Eisenberg and Sarah Ketchen Lipson, The Healthy Minds Study:
2014-2015 Data Report (Healthy Minds Network, 2015), 7, https://
healthymindsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/
HMS_national_DataReport_14-15.pdf; Daniel Eisenberg et al., The Healthy
Minds Study: 2021 Winter/Spring Data Report (Healthy Minds Network, 2021), 6,
https://healthymindsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/
HMS_nationalwinter2021_-update1.5.21.pdf.
6

Patricia Owen-Smith, The Contemplative Mind in the Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2018), 121.
7

4

While 2018 is not that long ago, it is ‘pre-pandemic.’ Nearly every aspect of life
was forced to change in 2020 due to COVID-19, and another change must be
nearing as the world continues to adapt to life ‘post-COVID.’ Embodied cognition
is often not seen implemented in lesson plans past primary school, but the mindbody relationship does not just go away as one grows up. It is still there, waiting
to be tapped into as a source of awareness and learning.

5

CHAPTER 2 - The Supporting Science

The idea of the mind and the body as being separate was codified in
philosophy in the seventeenth century when René Descartes claimed that “the
mind or soul of man is entirely different from the body.”8 This mind-body dualism
was popularized and “from it, western thought developed two basic ideas: reason
is disembodied because the mind is disembodied and reason is transcendent
and universal.”9 In education, this duality encourages a disconnect between the
student and the teacher as well as the material. Disregarding the brain’s
connection to the rest of the being can result in the student feeling reduced to the
image in the second panel in figure 2.1: just a brain on a stick, valued only for
intellect.10

René Descartes, “Meditations on First Philosophy,” in The Philosophical
Works of Descartes, trans. Elizabeth S. Haldane (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1911), 31. https://yale.learningu.org/download/041e9642df02-4eed-a895-70e472df2ca4/H2665_Descartes%27%20Meditations.pdf.
8

Samuel McHerney, “A Brief Guide to Embodied Cognition: Why You Are
Not Your Brain,” Guest Blog, Scientific American, November 4, 2011, https://
blogs.scientificamerican.com/guest-blog/a-brief-guide-to-embodied-cognitionwhy-you-are-not-your-brain/.
9

Jorge Cham, “Brain on a Stick,” comic strip, Piled Higher and Deeper,
January 26, 2009. http://phdcomics.com/comics/archive_print.php?
comicid=1126.
10
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Figure 2.1. “Brain on a Stick.”11
Many may consider the body as subordinate to the brain, if they consider it
at all. While the comic strip may seem like an extreme scenario, it comes from a
kernel of truth. Susan Hrach writes: “We’ve created and reinforced a divide
between brain and body in Western culture for hundreds of years, and in
academe, our misunderstanding of thinking as a head-only process has seriously
impaired our understanding of learning and practices of education.”12 Specifically
regarding music theory, Mariusz Kozak combats Cartesian dualism by claiming
that “by projecting a motor intentionality toward musical events, the body is
already doing analytical work…” This suggests that it is only on top of our

11

Cham.

Susan Hrach, Minding Bodies: How Physical Space, Sensation, and
Movement Affect Learning (Morgantown: West Virginia University Press, 2021),
xvii. Dr. Susan Hrach is Professor of English and Director of The Faculty Center
for the Enhancement of Teaching and Learning at Columbus State University in
Columbus, Georgia.
12
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gesturing body’s understanding of music that we add the vocabulary of theory.13
Embodied cognition principles consider the entirety of the nervous system and
the individual. The idea of seeing students as brains on sticks dismisses the
constant activity in the nervous system outside of the brain. The body sends
more signals to the brain than the brain sends to the body—in fact, “some
estimates place the amount of signaling that you receive at between 11,000,000
and 20,000,000 signals/second.”14 This scientifically shows there is a two-way
relationship between mind and body. In fact, embodied cognition argues that
without our bodies, we would not be able to reason in the first place.15
An overview of neurology facilitates understanding why and how the body
affects the mind. The entirety of the nervous system falls into two categories;
figure 2.2 shows the central nervous system (made up of the whole brain and
spinal cord) and the peripheral nervous system (which is everything else in the
body).16 The peripheral nervous system is then divided into two categories: the
Mariusz Kozak, “Listeners’ Bodies in Music Analysis: Gestures, Motor
Intentionality, and Models,” Music Theory Online 21, no. 3 (September 2015), 4.9
https://mtosmt.org/issues/mto.15.21.3/mto.15.21.3.kozak.html#Beginning.
13

W. Eric Cobb, Essentials of Elite Performance 2.0 Course Manual
(Tempe: Z-Health® Performance Solutions, 2015), 15.
14

Moshe Feldenkrais, The Elusive Obvious: The Convergence of
Movement, Neuroplasticity, and Health (Berkeley: Somatic Resources, 2019),
18-20.
15

Lindsay M. Biga et al., Anatomy & Physiology (OpenStax/Oregon State
University, 2019), 12.1, https://open.oregonstate.education/aandp/.
16
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somatic nervous system (that allows for voluntary movement and the brain’s
understanding of sensation) and the autonomic nervous system, which has two
parts. The parasympathetic nervous system and the sympathetic nervous system
are not as foreign as they might sound; a non-nuanced summary of each is
heard far more often than the respective names. A state of ‘rest and digest’ refers
to a heightened parasympathetic nervous system, and a state of ‘fight or flight’
refers to a heightened sympathetic nervous system.17

Figure 2.2. Two main divisions of the nervous system.18
The peripheral nervous system will be discussed in relation to how the
body affects the mind and learning. Sense of self and awareness can be

Bill Bryson, The Body: A Guide for Occupants (New York: Doubleday,
2019), 310.
17

18

Biga et al., figure 12.1.1.
9

encouraged through the somatic nervous system, and that in turn can help
balance the parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous systems resulting in a
state of being that is more receptive to learning and memory retention.19
Regarding the somatic nervous system, there are multiple ways the body has a
sense of itself. Exteroception refers to sensation from outside the body, like the
five well-known senses of touch, sight, hearing, smell, and taste. Interoception
refers to sensation from signals within the body, like hunger. Proprioception is the
body’s understanding of where it is in space.20 For example, close your eyes and
hold your hand up in front of your face. If you open your eyes, you see that you
were successful at putting your hand in front of your face. But how did you know
that before you opened your eyes? Proprioception. In addition to increasing
awareness to benefit learning, balancing the parasympathetic and sympathetic
nervous systems lessens anxiety and depression. Specifically increasing
proprioception is theorized to decrease the risk of over-use injury.21
Emily Boynton, “How Meditation Affects Your Brain and Boosts WellBeing,” Right as Rain, UW Medicine, October 26, 2020, https://
rightasrain.uwmedicine.org/mind/well-being/science-behind-meditation.
19

Kayleigh Miller, “Proprioception, Nociception, Exteroception,
Interoception- - - What do they all mean?,” Musician’s Health Collective,
November 1, 2018, http://www.musicianshealthcollective.com/blog/2016/4/7/
proprioception-nociception-exteroception-interoception-what-do-they-all-mean.
20

Dario Riva et al., “Proprioceptive Training and Injury Prevention in a
Professional Men’s Basketball Team: A Six-Year Prospective Study,” Journal of
Strength and Conditioning Research 30, no. 2 (February 2016): 461-75. https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4750505/.
21
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There is a well-known saying in the science world: “Neurons that fire
together wire together.”22 In Mapping the Mind, Rita Carter expounds on this idea
as it relates to learning and forming memories:
The human brain holds billions of impressions, some fleetingly, some for a
lifetime. We call them memories. Just as incoming sensory information is
broken down, then rebuilt to form perceptions, so perceptions are broken
down again as they pass into memory. Each fragment is sent off to
storage in a different part of our vast internal library. But at night, when the
body rests, these fragments are brought out from storage, reassembled
and replayed.23
Each time something in class causes the same neurons to fire together, the total
replay count is increased. Eventually the synaptic connections are well-worn
paths; these are the memories of knowledge easily at hand. In The Brain that
Changes Itself, Norman Doidge discusses neuroplasticity through anecdotes
illustrating that brains can grow and change past childhood. He covers how
varying mental stimulation can allow the brain to form new synaptic connections
or even grow new neurons. Neuroplasticity is the brain’s ability to rapidly make
changes to itself, and the body can assist in such a reorganization of the brain
that heightens the ability to store information in long-term memory.24

Norman Doidge, The Brain that Changes Itself: Stories of Personal
Triumph from the Frontiers of Brain Science (New York: Penguin Group, 2007),
63.
22

Rita Carter, Mapping the Mind, (Berkley: University of California Press,
1998), 158.
23

24

Doidge, 47.
11

Many, if not most, music theory students cannot see a connection between
the class and the rest of their musical lives, and they struggle to even feign
interest. It is possible some of this perception can be mitigated by viewing
students holistically. Engaging a student as a whole person with their own
thoughts and experiences, as well as showing them how the activities in class
can influence their lives outside of the classroom, can change their commitment
to learning the material. Using the body in a lesson plan through including
movement or a holistic awareness balancing the parasympathetic and
sympathetic nervous systems can be one way of reaching the whole nervous
system and the whole student.
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CHAPTER 3 - Six Principles of Embodied Cognition

The science of embodied cognition shows that learning is not purely a task
of the mind. Susan Hrach, director of the faculty center and professor of English
at Columbus State University in Columbus, Georgia, started considering the
implications of embodied cognition for collegiate teaching and learning in 2016.25
In Minding Bodies: How Physical Space, Sensation, and Movement Affect
Learning, she outlines six principles from embodied cognition that play a role in
the classroom:
1. Like clouds or waves, our bodies are in a constant state of motion.
2. Our ever-moving bodies prize energy efficiency.
3. Our efficient bodies engage tools, technologies, and other people to
extend our capacities.
4. Each of us affects the embodied ecosystem of others.
5. Knowledge is constructed through embodied experience.
6. Our bodies reward learning.26
At first glance, these principles may not seem to have any relation to a collegiate
classroom or to music theory. One of the ways Hrach explains the relation to a
college course is by sharing examples applicable to classes across various
departments. The research behind these principles is not content specific; it is

25

Hrach, 177.

26

Hrach, 17.
13

about how humans learn, regardless of the material. To illustrate the relation to
music theory, this chapter will define and discuss each of these principles, as well
as present an example of the principle from a lesson plan as practiced by Kristen
Hansen.
Hansen has twenty-five years of experience implementing aspects of
embodied cognition in college music classes. She is senior lecturer and assistant
director of academics and advising at the Schwob School of Music at Columbus
State University in Columbus, Georgia, and author of A Plaine and Easie Guide
to Music Theory.27 She was one of my undergraduate theory professors and
although I was not in her section for every course in the theory sequence, the
activities in her classes were always a point of discussion among the students.
Her classes seemed to involve more activity than most other music major
courses, so when I began research for this thesis my mind returned to my own
experiences in her classes and the conversations with other students regarding
her lessons. I was able to interview her as part of my research, asking questions
about her experience involving the body in the classroom as well as things she
has discovered to be tried and true methods. As illustrated below, many of
Hansen’s activities align with Hrach’s six principles.

27

Kristen Hansen, interview by author, Cookeville, TN, September 14,

2021.
14

Principle 1:
“Like clouds or waves, our bodies are in a constant state of motion.”
Hrach begins with a unique perspective of the human body, viewing it as
more of “an event—like a cloud or a wave—than as a discrete object.”28 This idea
can be supported in two ways. The first idea is that on some level, our genes
have not evolved since the days of the hunter-gatherer way of life—meaning that
the majority of the waking hours were spent active (not sitting still in a desk for up
to eight hours straight)—and to some extent, our genes are still expecting such
movement. The second idea, is that even during sleeping hours, there is
constant movement within the body. The digestion and elimination system are
doing work, the heart is always causing blood to flow around the body, etc. In that
way, the inner happenings of the body are always eventful. They are always
something to watch, not something that just exists (even when the body, from the
outside, looks still). As mentioned in chapter one, singing or playing an
instrument is a physical activity. So in addition to these ways the body is always
in a constant state of motion, any time music is being made, the body is in
movement. (That could be an entire study of its own.) To take it one step further,
even a person’s existence in their body could be considered to be continually in
movement. One’s perception of themself is created in their brain based on a

28

Hrach, 5.
15

moment to moment interaction with the senses of interoception (sensation from
inside the body), proprioception (sense of where the body is), and exteroception
(sensation from outside the body).29
Those senses have shown to be beneficial in learning. To look at one
specifically, proprioception can easily override even visual information, but there
is only new proprioceptive input when the body is in motion.30 Hrach explains:
Because movement is integral to perception and expedites the circulation
of neurochemical signals, human beings literally think better on [their] feet.
Research on physical activity in the classroom suggests that the frontal
lobe of the brain, responsible for executive control and working memory,
shows increased activity when subjects are standing… and sedentary
behavior increases risk of long-term cognitive impairment…31

29

Hrach, 5-6.

To illustrate this point, Moshe Feldenkrais tells a story in The Elusive
Obvious of two studies involving inversion goggles. In the first study, participants
were given goggles to wear that flipped the visual information their eyes received
and were required to wear them constantly. The brain, being plastic, did prove to
be able to eventually adapt and all participants, while still wearing the inversion
goggles, could see the world as right-side-up. Proprioception (the brain’s
understanding of where the body is in space) and locomotion (motor movement)
were able to override the visual information. Before the study concluded, a
snowfall began. As a new phenomenon, the participants saw the snow inverted,
like the snow was lifting from the ground instead of falling to it. However, upon
physically experiencing the snow, the brain was able to flip the visual information
to match the exteroception (external sensory input). In the second study, half of
the participants were confined to wheelchairs and half were free to move about.
The participants who had a higher amount of locomotion were able to see the
world right-side-up again much sooner than those who were restricted.
Feldenkrais, 18-20.
30

31

Hrach, 25.
16

Because neuroplasticity says that brains continue to grow and change past
childhood, the movement of learning science is applicable at all ages.
Hansen gets students up to review music theory, for example. Two periods
before an exam, the students are given index cards and a sheet of stickers. She
instructs them to make up two potential test questions, writing the questions on
one side of the card and the answers on the other, then show her so she can
catch any potential wrong answers. The students then wander around the room
asking their questions and answering those of their peers, collecting stickers for
right answers. Hansen collects the index cards to be used again in the next class
period. The class before an exam, she splits the students into two circles and
each receives half the stack of index cards. Each student reads a card to
themselves and pass them around the circle, then the two circles will trade
‘decks.’ Hrach notes that “Transparency about how movement improves thinking
can increase students’ willingness to try.”32 Hansen has noticed in her teaching
that earlier in the semester it takes about seven minutes for students to “warm up
and lose their ‘adult’ inhibitions, and then they’re totally into it.”
Principle 2:
“Our ever-moving bodies prize energy efficiency.”
The higher a person’s allostatic load, the more energy it takes to simply
exist and therefore, the less energy for the brain to be active in learning.
32

Hrach, 26.
17

Allostasis is the body’s system for adapting to manage acute stress. But chronic
stressors, being ever present, require the body to remain in allostasis, very rarely
getting to rest in homeostasis. That burden on the body is known as allostatic
load. Relationship issues, lack of sleep, poor nutrition, financial strains, any life
change, fear, or trauma adds to one’s allostatic load.33 Simply by being in
college, students are guaranteed to be actively experiencing some, if not all, of
these. With an allostatic load already on the body, the brain will look for other
ways to conserve energy. One of the main strategies involves predictions.
By relying on past experience and previous knowledge to predict the
current moment, the body gets to save the energy it would otherwise expend to
pay full attention. It is a great survival tool to keep the body going when energy is
depleted, but it is less than helpful in a classroom setting. This means it takes
extra energy (that students may not have) to pay attention to a lecture. As Hrach
notes, “if an environment conforms to prior expectations (school equals sitting
still and being quiet), the brain is more likely to shift into autopilot about what it
thinks it is hearing or seeing. That leads to misunderstandings and difficulties
with revising previously held beliefs.”34 This does not mean that every class

Jeongok G. Logan and Debra J. Barksdale, “Allostasis and allostatic
load: expanding the discourse on stress and cardiovascular disease,” Journal of
Clinical Nursing 17, no. 7b (June 2008): 201-208, https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1111/j.1365-2702.2008.02347.x.
33

34

Hrach, 30.
18

period will involve a ton of movement or unpredictability, but it does mean that
varying approaches will potentially make a lesson that much more memorable.
One way to break expectations in a lesson is to vary the ways students
practice skills. Hansen will sometimes have a bucket of paint sticks placed
somewhere nearby outside of the classroom, and after teaching a lesson, tell the
students to run out and find a paint stick. Each one has a task written on it
appropriate to the day’s lesson: write x scale on the board in green marker, open
the anthology on the teacher’s desk to pg. x and identify the cadences, spell x
chord with Colorform circles on the staff on the wall, etc. She sets up stations
with note blocks (cupcake boxes that have different note names written on the
sides—see figure 3.1) to give another way of answering besides writing.
Students raise their hands when done so she can check their responses. Other
times, she will line the halls with music examples and questions. Using two of the
easel pad size Post-It® Notes, the question is on the front Post-It® and the
answer is on the Post-It® behind it so students can check their own answers.
She, of course, is always monitoring the hall to help students identify their
misunderstandings. When used sporadically, both of these examples offer the
students unpredictability through a varied task (not a worksheet) in a varied
location (not the classroom) and in a varied orientation (not a desk). By taking
away predictability, these exercises help students be more present.

19

Figure 3.1. Paint stick tasks and note blocks.
Principle 3:
“Our efficient bodies engage tools, technologies,
and other people to extend our capacities.”
Many pedagogy articles suggest ways to include group work and other
objects and technologies in lesson plans. Through the lens of embodied
cognition, it is clear why this is beneficial. Peripersonal space is defined as “the
space surrounding the body where we can not only reach and manipulate objects
by movement but we can also be reached by external elements, including other
individuals.” There is a specific type of neuron in the fronto-parietal cortex that
responds only to what is close enough to a person to be within their peripersonal
space.35 Getting different neurons to fire is another way to break that
predictability discussed in principle two. It is also useful here to consider what the

Daniela Rabellino et al., “Peripersonal Space and Bodily SelfConsciousness: Implications for Psychological Trauma-Related Disorders,”
Frontiers in Neuroscience 14 (December 2020), https://www.frontiersin.org/
articles/10.3389/fnins.2020.586605/full.
35
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brain may perceive as an affordance—what is within the peripersonal space that
can be used to one’s own benefit. For example, group work allows for access to
another’s understanding.
In some ways, this is a principle of embodied cognition that is already
more commonly applied in music classrooms. Many aural skills students are
familiar with software like Auralia or Artusi as a way to implement technology into
their assignments. Hansen takes advantage of notational software and
instruments in theory classes assigning multiple compositions and having
students bring their instruments to class to play them. Group work is also
commonly discussed and can be beneficial. Zbikowski and Long refer to it as
‘cooperative learning,’ distinguishing between a cooperative interdependent
learning experience and the potential negative experiences students may have
had in the past (for example, one student does all the work).36 Hansen has had
success putting students into groups to talk through an assignment and sending
them off to find spaces to work outside of the classroom (again subverting
predictability), giving them a set time to be back in class.

Lawrence M. Zbikowski and Charles K. Long, “Cooperative Learning in
the Music Theory Classroom,” Journal of Music Theory Pedagogy 8
(1994):135-136, https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Lawrence-Zbikowski/
publication/
238073289_Cooperative_Learning_In_The_Music_Theory_Classroom/links/
59a4d7f0aca272a6461bcdf2/Cooperative-Learning-In-The-Music-TheoryClassroom.pdf.
36
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Principle 4:
“Each of us affects the embodied ecosystem of others.”
Hrach introduces this principle by saying that “cognitive function is highly
dependent on bodily well-being and that bodily well-being is highly dependent on
a supportive environment.”37 As previously discussed, there are many elements
that add to one’s allostatic load. All have physical and mental effects, but most
start outside of the body, like relationships with others. When the student-teacher
relationship extends outside of the classroom, that feeling of a mentor
relationship has been shown to play a major role in the student being successful
in the classroom.38
Hrach and Hansen both recognize that students do not often take
advantage of office hours. They both suggest that the chances of engaging in
supportive relationships with students is increased when meeting in common
spaces, such as the library or a coffee shop. Hrach suggests being involved in
other activities at the school is beneficial: “These [mentoring] relationships can
sometimes be formed in the moments before and after class, but lasting
connections are built on sustained interactions and changes of scene: student
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Hrach, 12.

Jeffrey Selingo, “The Future of the Faculty Office: Rethinking Traditional
Spaces to Create a Student-Centered University,” Steelcase Education,
accessed March 9, 2022, 3. https://www.steelcase.com/content/uploads/2018/04/
Future_of_Faculty_Office.pdf.
38
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organization meetings, field trips, study abroad.”39 In a music department,
teachers can be active outside of classes simply by attending and engaging with
students at their concerts and recitals. Hansen suggests that scheduling aural
skills audits one-on-one outside of class is also a way to connect with individual
students. She schedules time slots long enough that, aside from the audit, there
is time to check in with how they are doing in class and in general. Not only does
this offer time to connect with an individual student as a whole person, it also
offers time for the most differentiated teaching.
Principle 5:
“Knowledge is constructed through embodied experience."
Affective realism is a concept studied by neuroscientists and psychologists
that shows what one feels has impact on cognition and perception.40 All of the
body’s sensory information simultaneously forms one’s experience. Hrach gives
the interoception examples that “hills are steeper when we’re tired, or when we
are very young (or old). The bus ride is longer when we’re hot and exhausted.”41
An example of how the body’s senses affect the way the brain works is that,
relatively speaking, vision only makes up about forty-five percent of how one
39

Hrach, 37.

Erika Siegel et al., “Seeing What You Feel: Affect Drives Visual
Perception of Structurally Neutral Faces,” Psychological Science 29, no. 4
(2018): 496, https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0956797617741718.
40
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Hrach, 14.
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sees the world. The other fifty-five percent comes from the vestibular sense and
proprioception, which come from movement. Without that fifty-five percent, the
brain would envision the world as two dimensional.42 Hrach sums up what this
information means for the classroom: “As social creatures, we learn from our
environment first by noticing—with mindful attentiveness—then by imitating
others’ behavior, then by practicing that behavior ourselves. Each of these steps
require that the body be actively engaged.”43
The first step, “noticing—with mindful attentiveness” can be a challenge in
and of itself.44 Being mindfully attentive requires the continual returning to the
present moment with a one-pointed focus. To ease the transition from the busy
running mind on the way to class to suddenly being in a focused learning state, it
is beneficial to practice a few moments of centering at the beginning of a class
period. Research shows mindful meditation to be useful in many ways. Specific
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Cobb, 41.
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Hrach, 40.

As discussed in principle two, the body likes to conserve energy by
having the brain make and operate from predictions. A study was done in which
participants were asked to watch a video and count the number of times the
people wearing white shirts passed a basketball. Not too long into the video,
someone walks in wearing a gorilla suit. Half of the participants did not see the
gorilla. The brain made a prediction about what would be seen on the video,
focused on the people wearing white shirts, and missed anything else. Noticing is
not always easy! Christopher Chabris and Daniel Simons, “Gorilla Experiment,”
The Invisible Gorilla, accessed March 9, 2022, http://www.theinvisiblegorilla.com/
gorilla_experiment.html.
44
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to learning, meditation has been linked to increased gray matter density and
function in areas of the brain related to attention, learning, and memory.45
Gamma brain waves, which are associated with concentration, are also
increased by meditation.46 It has also been shown to increase blood flow
(carrying essential nutrients to the brain) and decrease stress.47 Practices of no

Julia C. Basso et al., “Brief, daily meditation enhances attention,
memory, mood, and emotional regulation in non-experienced meditators,”
Behavioral Brain Research 356 (2019): 208. https://www.researchgate.net/profile/
Alexandra-Mchale/publication/
327229074_Brief_daily_meditation_enhances_attention_memory_mood_and_e
motional_regulation_in_non-experienced_meditators/links/
5bc0bc49a6fdcc2c91f73ff4/Brief-daily-meditation-enhances-attention-memorymood-and-emotional-regulation-in-non-experienced-meditators.pdf; Britta K.
Hölzel et al., “Mindfulness practice leads to increases in regional brain gray
matter density,” Psychiatry Research 191, no. 1 (January 2011): 36. https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3004979/.
45

Claire Braboszcz et al., “Increased Gamma Brainwave Amplitude
Compared to Control in Three Different Meditation Traditions,” PLoS One 12, no
1 (January 2017), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5261734/.
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Sanford I. Nidich et al., “A Randomized Controlled Trial on Effects of
theTranscendental Meditation Program on Blood Pressure, Psychological
Distress, and Coping in Young Adults,” American Journal of Hypertension 22, no.
12 (December 2009): 1326. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC3128829/.
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more than three to five minutes can be effective for making changes at the
beginning of a class period.48 Appendix 1 lists a few examples of such a practice.
The second and third steps, “imitating others’ behavior” and “practicing the
behavior ourselves,” are common in the learning experience: a student copies
down how the teacher solves something in class, then they have a homework
assignment with another example to do on their own. The potential downfall here
is that “rote repetition is not as effective for deep learning and may even be
harmful by reinforcing incorrect effort.” In order to mitigate that risk, Hrach
suggests mindful meditation and play.49 As previously stated, mindful meditation
has been shown to increase attention span, therefore potentially decreasing the
risk of misinformation and incorrect effort in practice. As for play, she explains
that “noticing, imitating, and practicing through physical play can offer our best
stimulus to a budding consciousness.”50 Practicing through physical play can
easily have a major impact to an aural skills class.
Steve Haberlin, “A Serene Segue: Examining College Student’s
Perceptions of Starting Classes with Micro-Meditations,” College Teaching
(2021), https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/87567555.2021.1987181?
scroll=top&needAccess=true; Jenna Hartel, Anh Thu Nguyen, and Elysia Guzik,
“Mindfulness Meditation in the Classroom,” Journal of Education for Library and
Information Science 58, no. 2 (April 2017): 113-114, https://
www.researchgate.net/profile/Jenna-Hartel-2/publication/
330646704_Mindfulness_Meditation_in_the_Classroom/links/
5f2c21bda6fdcccc43adb1e9/Mindfulness-Meditation-in-the-Classroom.pdf.
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One way Hansen applies this principle in aural skills is by having students
step intervals. They walk around the room approximating their step size to the
size of the interval they sing. For example, students walk forward singing and
stepping do - mi - sol, then step back - mi - do. It is not exact, as it does not
differentiate between the major third and the minor third, but it is a starting point
for embodying minor chords and inversions. When stepping do - me - sol - me do, Hansen asks students to do something on me to show that it is a lowered
pitch. When stepping mi - sol - do, the students have to accommodate their step
size to the second larger interval. This could be practiced with any interval or
musical example if the students are given the largest interval they will hear so
they can gauge their step sizes accordingly.
Principle 6:
“Our bodies reward learning.”
The brain releases reward chemicals when new information can be placed
on top of or in context with previous knowledge.51 For example, it has been
shown that answering a curiosity created more activity in the brain associated

Hrach, 16. This is part of the reason the spiral approach to teaching and
learning is so effective. The spiral approach refers to first teaching core concepts,
then circling back to build secondary, enhancing, or complex concepts on top of
the previously formed foundation. For example, in music theory it is common to
master intervals to then build triads. Magda Madkour, “Spiral Techniques for
Teaching Interpretation at Higher Education: Quantitative Research,” Higher
Education of Social Science 9, no. 2 (2015): 2, http://www.cscanada.net/
index.php/hess/article/view/7411.
51
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with reward and improved memory.52 In addition to creating a positive feeling,
these reward chemicals help during the learning process by improving brain
function, as they support new cell growth and help foster new synaptic
connections. Physical exercise also creates these reward chemicals, and Hrach
notes that “the unfurling of conscious thought often begins in the body,” both of
which support the idea of using movement in the classroom.53 As explained in
Spark: The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and the Brain, “The more
complex the movements, the more complex the synaptic connections. And even
though these circuits are created through movement, they can be recruited by
other areas and used for thinking.”54
Hansen applies this in aural skills by having students coordinate fine and
gross motor skills with singing and dictating. The students all bounce and catch a
Min Jeong Kang et al., “The wick in the candle of learning: Epistemic
curiosity activates reward circuitry and enhances memory,” Psychological
Science 20 no. 8 (2009), https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1111/
j.1467-9280.2009.02402.x?
url_ver=Z39.88-2003&rfr_id=ori:rid:crossref.org&rfr_dat=cr_pub%20%200pubme
d.
52

Hrach, 15. To find out more and see an example of one way this is
studied, watch 38:33-40:35 of I Am, directed by Tom Shadyac (Shady Acres
Entertainment, 2011), DVD. Also see the following source regarding prestimulus
response: Rollin McCraty, Mike Atkinson, and Taymond Trevor Bradley,
“Electrophysiological evidence of intuition: Part 2. A system-wide process?,”
Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine 10, no. 2 (April 2004),
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15165413/.
53

John J. Ratey, Spark: The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and
the Brain (New York: Little, Brown Spark, 2008), 55-56.
54
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ball to create a beat. The movement of the arm is a gross motor skill and the
movement of the fingers to release and catch the ball is a fine motor skill. She
sings a phrase on ta and has them sing it back a few times. They can then
dictate the rhythm by singing counting syllables, then dictate the pitches using
solfeggi. Bouncing and catching a ball by itself may not be a complex movement
for every student in the room, but doing so while imitating, processing, and
notating a phrase adds intricacy.
In Summary
These six principles of embodied cognition show learning to be a wholebody activity. A holistic view of a student includes how their affective state
impacts their ability to take in new information. With that in mind, Hrach shares
the following:
In addition to the hard work of acquiring knowledge, skills, and abilities in
her chosen field, a typical student may be malnourished, sleep deprived,
and chronically sedentary. Over the course of several years in school, a
traditional-aged student is likely to weather major emotional events: the
death of a grandparent, parental divorce, economic hardship, loneliness,
or heartbreak. We are deluding ourselves to imagine that we can
compartmentalize students’ emotional and physical well-being during this
years-long process to earn an academic degree.55
By understanding how students’ embodied experiences affect their ability to be
open to learning and teaching from a holistic perspective, professors can often
make their classes more effective for students. Although Hrach’s text does not
55

Hrach, 18.
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specifically address teaching music theory or aural skills, there are lessons to be
learned, nonetheless. Hansen's lessons illustrate that there are many ways to
involve the body in a music theory or aural skills class. She says that in her
experience, “Getting students to put down their barriers to play a game with you
means they are also willing to put down their barriers to learn from you.”56 While
taking the time for such activities occasionally means being concerned about
falling behind the schedule for the semester, Hansen notes that it is still
sometimes the best way to ensure understanding. Additionally, she finds that it
helps keep things fresh for herself and she experiences some of the same
neurological benefits as the teacher. Embodiment characterizes not only
Hansen’s teaching discussed in this chapter, but also the publications discussed
in the next chapter.

56

Hansen, interview.
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CHAPTER 4 - Holistic Elements in Current Theory Pedagogy

Suzanne G. Cusick touched on the idea of the mind-body divide in her
1994 article in “Theory, Music Theory, and the Mind/Body Problem,” but she
leaves it up to future educators to develop what theory would look like if it could
be taught from a holistic perspective.57 While not often speaking directly of
embodied cognition or of learning science, the music theory literature does
contain examples of how one might integrate movement into the classroom with
games or group work projects that reflect the values of embodied cognition or
holistic teaching.
***
In “Music Fundamentals Games,” Stefanie Dickinson notes the emphasis
in teaching fundamentals on drilling information so it can be used fluently.58 From
the perspective of embodied cognition, rote repetition alone is not as effective for
a deep understanding of a concept. That does not mean there is not a time and
place for worksheets, but it does mean that one can improve the effectiveness of
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Cusick, 22.

Stefanie Dickinson, “Music Fundamentals Games,” in The Routledge
Companion to Music Theory Pedagogy, ed. Leigh VanHandel (New York:
Routledge, 2020), 61.
58
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said worksheets by first introducing embodiment through play. Dickinson offers
games for key signatures, scales and scale degrees, rhythm and meter, notation,
and intervals and triads that involve problem-solving and movement. For
example, she uses BINGO with intervals and chord qualities.59 Not only is this a
unique way to have students review, it asks them to respond quickly which
encourages the automatic knowing required of these fundamental skills.
***
In “Activating Aural Imagery through Keyboard Harmony,” Roger Graybill
views students playing piano in music theory as more than complementary. He
finds it to be integral to holistic teaching and proposes that it is one of six
modalities for understanding music (the other modalities being hearing, notating,
reading, conceptualizing, and singing). These six modalities are all
interconnected in a web-like way, and the intention is for students to
simultaneously experiences these multiple ways of knowing music (see figure
4.1).60 Not only are the lines connecting the modalities interconnected, they are
all equally weighted. While a more traditional approach to music theory pedagogy
places conceptualization as the prized ability, this holistic perspective treats each
modality as equal. This view “permits multiple points of entry, allowing for the
59

Dickinson, 66-68.

Roger Graybill, “Activating Aural Imagery through Keyboard Harmony,”
in The Norton Guide to Teaching Music Theory, ed. Rachel Lumsden and Jeffrey
Swinkin (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2018), 188.
60
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often unforeseeable individual learning paths of our students.”61 In this case,
differentiated teaching is then built into the course.

Figure 4.1. Graybill’s multimodal web.62
Graybill uses exercises involving playing and singing to demonstrate the
potential depth of knowledge gained by viewing learning as intermodal. Playing
and singing also involves reading, hearing, and conceptualization—all the modes
of understanding but one (notation)—and that is included at the beginning of the
exercise. The student is given a bass line and asked to create a harmonization
using only root-position triads. She then plays it at the piano, leaving out one of
the voices in the right hand and instead singing that voice using solfeggi. If she is
unsure of any voiced pitches, she is asked to play the exercise again and focus
kinesthetically and visually on the finger that would otherwise play those notes.
61

Graybill, 189.
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Graybill, example 12.5.
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She then plays the exercise and tries singing again with the goal of “retain[ing]
the vividness of the sound image while reducing her dependence on an
imaginary kinesthetic trigger.”63 Just as conceptualization is not the ultimate
mode of understanding, too much dependence on any one mode is less
beneficial than the equal and simultaneous activation of multiple modes. One
could argue that eventually students will naturally develop the other modalities if
they are taught the concepts. But as Graybill states, “real-time intermodality
forces the issue, as though attempting to jumpstart synaptic connections in the
brain among modalities that might otherwise operate independently.”64
***
Recognizing that every student in a music theory classroom having
access to a class piano could be an issue, Chelsey L. Hamm suggests using
melodicas (see figure 4.2).65 In her experience, many students come to their first
music theory class with a “subpar conception of pitch space” and that passing
their undergrad courses does not necessarily make them any less prone to the
63

Graybill, 189-191.
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A melodica is a cross between a wind instrument and a piano key
accordion. They are smaller and more affordable than keyboards. “Melodica,”
Instruments, Hohner, accessed March 13, 2022, https://www.hohner.de/en/
instruments/melodica. Also see: “Lessons,” Melodica Men, accessed March 13,
2022, https://www.melodicamen.com/melodica-lessons.html; Melodica Men,
“Mars, the Bringer of War,” April 1, 2019, video, 2:01, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=JlhOrxa1ZVA.
65
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same errors with which they started.66 She clarifies that, as the intention is to
activate the kinesthetic sense, melodicas are preferential to cell phone apps of
keyboards due to the tactile input. One example of how she uses melodicas in
music theory is when introducing part-writing. She will have students connect I
and V, then I and V7 on their melodicas to kinesthetically understand voiceleading. Students also might feel issues like parallel fifths before they see them.
Hamm points out that by using melodicas, students’ aural understanding is
increased in addition to tapping into a kinesthetic understanding.67

Figure 4.2. Melodica.68

Chelsey L. Hamm, “Incorporating Melodicas Into the Music Theory
Classroom,” in The Routledge Companion to Music Theory Pedagogy, ed. Leigh
VanHandel (New York: Routledge, 2020), 56.
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***
Dalcroze Eurhythmics is one way to assimilate experiences and facilitate
learning.69 Lisa Parker explains Dalcroze Eurhythmics as “a connection of the
body to the ear, to music. So you hear music and you respond physically to it,
and in the process of responding to what we hear, we learn. We learn about
music, we learn about ourselves, we learn to interact with other people. We’re
creating, we’re inventing, we’re having to process what we’re hearing…”70 Some
Dalcroze ideas and techniques can be applied in a general aural skills
classroom. Diane J. Urista has written The Moving Body in the Aural Skills
Classroom: A Eurhythmics Based Approach specifically for non-Dalcroze
teachers.71 She explains that Dalcroze has five types of fundamental exercises:
quick-reaction, inhibition-excitation, interference, imitation and canon, and
disassociation. Using these, the book offers body-movement lessons at varying
levels of difficulty for most subjects covered in an undergraduate aural skills
course.

Christina M. Walker, “Mind/Body Dualism and Music Theory Pedagogy:
Applications of Dalcroze Eurhythmics” (master’s thesis, University of MissouriKansas City, 2007), 24.
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“Dalcroze Eurhythmics with Lisa Parker,” produced by Greg Ristow for
the Dalcroze Society of America, August 9, 2014, video, 0:24, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wEyyeoc_t-U.
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One example of a lesson from Urista’s text introduces harmonic function.
Sitting on the front edge of their chairs, the students are first asked to lean
forward then return to sitting balanced on both sit bones. They can explore
leaning back and to each side. They are asked to observe the transfer of their
weight as they move away from and return to their center. They can make circles
clockwise and counter-clockwise around their center. The students are then
asked to return to stillness in a balanced seat and the instructor introduces this
position as tonic. The instructor plays a typical four-voice T-D-T progression once
with them just listening; then repeating the progression, the instructor asks the
students to move away from and back to their center as the music moves away
from and back to tonic.The instructor can ask the students to be specific, moving
in such a way that best portrays what they are hearing (degree of movement,
direction of movement) to prepare them for the future subject of pre-dominant
function.72
***
The examples from music theory pedagogy thus far have all shared a
holistic approach to learning by addressing the somatic nervous system, but
active movement does not have to always be included in order to use the body in
learning. Mental awareness practices can help as well. To quote Sakyong
Mipham Rinpoche, the living holder of the Shambhala Buddhist tradition, “we can
72

Urista, 221-222.
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create an alliance that allows us to actually use our mind, rather than be used by
it.”73 Whether talking about emotions, physical sensations, or music theory, the
point is to become aware of thoughts, feelings, and their causes. Anna Ferenc
refers to this awareness as metacognition.74 As discussed in Hrach’s Principle 6,
there are many benefits to such a practice. For example, the more awareness
one has, the more balanced the parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous
systems become, which would benefit the emotional stability of students and
their feelings towards the class. Ferenc points out that Michael Rogers has been
calling for this type of thinking about thinking since the 1980s, but discussion of
the concept is still limited. She offers example prompts that could be used to
encourage awareness in regards to a theory class, such as “Which activity or
exercise helped me most improve a particular skill? Why do I think so?” or “How
does this new information build upon or revise my previous musical
knowledge?”75
***

Sakyong Mipham, Turning the Mind Into an Ally (New York: Riverhead
Books, 2003), 5.
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Anna Ferenc, “Metacognition: An Overlooked Skill in Music Theory
Instruction,” Engaging Students: Essays in Music Pedagogy 5 (2017), http://
flipcamp.org/engagingstudents5/essays/ferenc.html.
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Another example of how learning science can play out in the theory
classroom comes from Alan Gosman’s chapter, “Finding One’s Place: Music
Scramble and Formal Function.” Gosman suggests breaking a musical example
into segments and having students use form and function clues to reconstruct the
piece in the correct order.76 Solidifying material through a puzzle-like experience
increases memory retention.77 Not only does this activity encourage epistemic
curiosity or problem-solving, but each potential order the students posit creates a
unique listening experience. Such a task stimulates the hippocampus and
creates a release of dopamine.78 These techniques therefore increase the
likelihood of the students remembering the cadence or theme design explored
during the class period through curiosity and novelty.
***
These are just a few examples of embodiment currently in music theory
literature. Many teachers begin implementing movement or games as a way to
engage students, and then continue because they see it works. What they might
not know is that science can now identify why it works. Knowing the why makes it

Alan Gosman, “Finding One’s Place: Music Scrambles and Formal
Function,” in The Norton Guide to Teaching Music Theory, ed. Rachel Lumsden
and Jeffrey Swinkin (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2018), 39.
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Kang et al.

Daniella Fenker and Hartmut Schütze, “Learning by Surprise,”Scientific
American Mind, December 2008/January 2009, 47.
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that much easier to find new ways to teach from a holistic perspective. Maybe
this is part of the future Cusick was referencing. By identifying what makes
lessons already in practice neurologically beneficial can guide how a holistic
approach to teaching music theory continues to develop. Understanding how the
mind and body work together gives a scientifically-sound reason to continue
adding to pedagogical resources that include activities such as these.
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CHAPTER 5 - Lesson Plans and Other Considerations

This chapter discusses the application of embodied cognition in two parts.
The first section presents four examples of using movement to teach music
theory or aural skills, each in the context of a full lesson plan. The discussion in
this chapter focuses specifically on the components involving movement, though
supplemental materials for the remainder of each lesson plan can be found in
Appendix 2. In each of these lessons, the students benefit from standing and
moving, which increase activity in the frontal lobe and break student expectations
to encourage engagement. The second section addresses concerns about space
and modifications in the execution of such lessons. One risk of using movement
practices in class is making some students feel alienated, but modifications allow
for different abilities to participate in different ways. As a whole, this chapter
illustrates how movement can be incorporated into a wide range of music theory
and aural skills lessons, as the concepts are flexible enough to adapt to a variety
of circumstances.
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Sample Lesson Plans
Theory 1: Clefs
The first lesson plan features one of the earliest topics introduced in
fundamentals: clefs. Figure 5.1 shows an example of a lesson plan that has the
students out of their desks and outdoors. Students will practice using new clefs
by standing on the lines and spaces of a sidewalk staff first by spelling words. A
sample word list is shown in figure 5.2. The instructor could either call groups of
students for each word or split the class into groups according to the number of
letters in the words (i.e. groups of three until all the three letter words are used,
then regroup into fours, etc.). They could also spell words by putting objects on
the appropriate lines and spaces (figure 5.3). The clefs are purposefully made on
large easel size paper instead of the ground so that the instructor can periodically
change the clef throughout the exercise. The instructor could then place two clefs
on the staff and ask for pitch equivalence to clarify where the clefs fall in pitch
space (figure 5.4).79 The instructor can encourage students to try walking quickly
and directly to their respective line or space, thereby having them practice using
new knowledge instead of continuing to start at one known place and moving up
or down the staff from there.

The C clef in figure 5.3 is made with only three staff lines so that it can
be moveable. One could also make individual alto and tenor clefs.
79
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Lesson Plan
Class: Foundations/Theory 1
Concept: Clefs
NASM Standards
H.VIII.B.2.a
Learning Objectives: By the end of this lesson, the students will be
able to more quickly read in all clefs.
Materials: large clefs drawn on easel pad size paper, sidewalk
chalk, melodica, worksheet/homework, word list
Sequence of Activities:
1. Teacher introduces new clef(s), demonstrates on melodica
difference of same lines/spaces with different clefs.
2. Students start in-class practice worksheet, finish for homework.
3. Students spell words standing on ground staff, teacher varies
clef.
4. Teacher places two clefs on staff and ask for pitch equivalence
—students make their own ledger lines when needed.
Assessment: Teacher will note speed, accuracy, and ease arriving
on the correct line or space (i.e. does it seem they begin to go
directly there or do they continue to go to the line they know and
say note names walking to their place). Students will finish second
half of worksheet for homework and turn in to be graded.
Figure 5.1. Clefs lesson plan.
Word List
ace
add
age
bag
bee
beg
cab

aced
aged
bade
bead
beef
cage
cafe

adage
ahead
badge
cache
caged
decaf
ebbed
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bagged
beaded
begged
dabbed
decade
facade

baggage
cabbage

ebb
egg
fad
fae
fed
fee
gag

dead
deaf
deed
edge
fade
face
feed

faced
faded

Figure 5.2. Sample word list.

Figure 5.3. Bass clef, spelling “decaf.”

Figure 5.4. Pitch equivalence, alto and treble clef, E4.
Variants of this exercise can reinforce other topics later in the semester.
Students can use a sidewalk staff to build intervals and triads later in theory 1. If
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the students need to add accidentals, they could reach to the sky in some way
for sharp and reach to the ground in some way for flat. The instructor could
also laminate the large clefs and use dry-erase markers to add key signatures.
The exercise could also be done inside by using painter’s tape for staff lines to
be easily removed from the floor afterwards or by using duct tape on a large vinyl
table cloth for a reusable version.
Theory 1/2: Inversions and Part-Writing
The lesson plan in figure 5.5 is intended to review inversions and partwriting guidelines, as well as help develop their theory ears. The main activity is
based on a warm-up used occasionally in bands and choirs. The ‘conductor’ will
direct one note at a time to be changed to accomplish the next chord, employing
the inversions that involve the least movement from one chord to the next. If this
type of chord manipulation warm-up has not been previously experienced by the
students, it is beneficial for the instructor to demonstrate so they have an
example of what is being asked of them. The first portion of the exercise focuses
on just triads (no bass line), emphasizing common tones and the horizontal
conjunct nature of part-writing. If the students are comfortable enough with
inversions, after experiencing several rounds of writing the inversions and then
directing the group to play their progression, the instructor can encourage
students to skip the writing step and use their knowledge of inversions on their
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feet (both literally and figuratively). This exercise is then extended to four-voice
part-writing in which horizontal and vertical aspects are both taken into
consideration more akin to common practice. The students first write out the four
voices; then as conductors, they can give scale degrees to the groups that need
to change pitches for the next chord and direct them to change at the same time.
Lesson Plan
Class: Theory 1/2
Concept: Inversions and part-writing
NASM Standards
H.VIII.B.2.a

H.VIII.B.3

Learning Objectives: By the end of this lesson, the students will be
able to follow part-writing guidelines.
Materials: part-writing guidelines, homework assignment; students
bring instruments
Sequence of Activities:
1. Teacher reviews triad inversions.
2. Teacher writes RNs of a short diatonic harmonic progression on
board, students choose triad inversions offering the most
common tones/stepwise motion writing on staff paper.
3. Teacher splits the class into three groups, giving each a pitch
from the tonic triad (root, 3rd, 5th—left to right).
4. Student conductor directs the groups to move up or down one
diatonic note at a time to achieve and identify chosen inversions
of chords.
5. Teacher reviews part-writing guidelines.
6. Teacher writes a short bass line with figured bass on the board,
students copy onto staff paper and fill in SAT.
7. Teacher splits the class into four groups, student conductor
gives starting pitches (B to S, left to right).
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8. Student conductor can use scale degrees to direct groups to
their subsequent pitches—move two groups at once.
9. Teacher dictates for class discussion of what was done well/
error detection, student conducts again with corrections, if
needed.
Assessment: Teacher will note speed as indication of comfort with
inversions; common part-writing errors. Homework will be turned in
to be graded.
Figure 5.5. Inversions and part-writing lesson plan.
The instructor can group voices and instruments low to high, left to right. It
may also be beneficial to have only half the class playing at a time. In this way,
students have an opportunity both to put their entire focus on listening to their
peers and to have the experience of playing in this manner—ways of hearing and
feeling errors vs. successful part-writing that are different than looking at a score.
Having the students play and conduct requires them to participate in a different
way than listening to a recording or looking at a score alone. As discussed in
Chapter 3, Principle 3, employing tools and other people in a lesson engages the
brain in a different way and is less likely to allow for predictability. In addition, by
first distancing what they hear from notes on a page increases use of auditory
sensation rather than relying on a score.
Theory 2: Binary Form
When introducing binary form, students can again be up and away from
their desks. Figure 5.6 gives one such lesson plan. By asking students to
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embody the phrases first, they are leaning, lifting, or opening towards peaks of
phrases or half cadences—anything that leads elsewhere—and then returning to
being centered, grounded, and stable at a closing cadence. It may be as small as
an arm gesture or they may use their whole bodies, allowing this exercise to be
easily adaptable. The task then is to map form onto the structure they already
feel. The instructor can ask the students to move in one way at the beginning of
the piece, and then change how they move when they hear a new section (i.e.
use only one arm to embody phrases then only the other, move only forwards
and backwards to embody phrases then only side-to-side, etc.). Figure 5.7 shows
the line diagram the class makes with the instructor for the chosen bourrée. Then
towards the end of class, introducing Jethro Tull’s version of the piece allows for
multiple points of discussion. The stylistic and cultural differences between the
time of Bach and the time of Jethro Tull’s highest popularity are many, but
specifically, the return of the A section at the end can be highlighted as a way to
tease ternary form.
Lesson Plan
Class: Theory 2
Concept: simple binary form, intro ternary
NASM Standards
H.VIII.B.2.b

H.VIII.B.2.c

Learning Objectives: By the end of this lesson, students will be able
to diagram binary form.
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Materials: BWV 996 Bourrée score; recording, starts at 13:11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvPv7_HL8GI; Jethro Tull’s
version https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqxwXla3-Bw; Chaos
and Creation at Abbey Road, starts at 37:27 https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=9elQeVfrLOo&t=2330s; Blackbird
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swUlDc3v3DE; BWV 808,
Gavotte score; recording, starts at 14:18 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2UxTsFXZsnQ&t=999s; homework
Sequence of Activities:
1. Teacher plays recording of Bourrée, students listen only.
2. Teacher repeats; students embody phrases—what lifts or leans
vs. what returns or settles.
3. Teacher repeats; students add form to movement—use side-toside movement for one main idea/repeated phrase, forwards/
backwards movement when a new idea is introduced.
4. Teacher guides comparing what was heard and what they
embodied to what is on the score.
5. Teacher walks students through making a line diagram.
6. Teacher plays recording again and points to diagram sections
as they occur.
7. Teacher plays piano to walk students through making notes on
the score of the Gavotte, then plays recording—students make
line diagram on their own.
8. Teacher introduces Jethro Tull’s version—what happens in this
form that doesn’t in Bach’s? (The return of A.)
9. If time allows, teacher introduces the Beatles. Just a fun aside,
“Blackbird” released the year before (1968), based on a
mistaken version of Bach (the current song he’s referencing is
“Jenny Wren,” released by McCartney in 2005).
Assessment: Teacher will note embodiment of phrases. Students
will turn in homework to be graded.
Figure 5.6. Form lesson plan.
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Figure 5.7. Form line diagram.
While this type of free movement lesson works well for form, it could be
introduced earlier in the theory sequence. When introducing types of cadences,
students can be asked to embody a phrase and freeze at the cadence. The
speed of movement can increase as the harmonic movement builds to the
cadence, and the way they freeze can embody how conclusive the cadence
feels. If this is done, the students will already be familiar with what is being asked
of them in the first two steps of the form lesson plan, making introduction and
direction a speedier task in the sample lesson.
Aural Skills 2: Melodic Dictation
The third lesson plan is a mostly stepwise melodic dictation. Rufty Tufty is
an English country tune and dance from the first edition of John Playford’s The
English Dancing Master (1651). A sample lesson plan is offered in figure 5.8, and
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the tune and dance instructions can be seen in figure 5.9.80 A turn single is a
simple dance instruction that is often used cadentially, and here that is the case
twice. Between the repetition in the music and the repetition in the movement,
the students’ ears can be easily directed to the ends of phrases making this a
good lesson to focus on hearing cadences as touch points in a longer dictation.
Lesson Plan
Class: Aural Skills 2
Concept: melodic dictation
NASM Standards
H.VIII.B.2.a

H.VIII.B.3

H.VIII.D.8

Learning Objectives: By the end of this lesson, students will be able
to identify repetition and cadences as part of improving dictation.
Materials: score and dance steps; recording starts at 0:20 https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=_m52ebIA2Zk; Post-It® Super Sticky
Big Notes for each student
Sequence of Activities:
1. Teacher introduces the nyckelharpa—students listen to Rufty
Tufty.
2. Teacher introduces the dance by phrases—students complete
dance.
3. Teacher plays tonic and asks for opening pitch—students dance
the first phrase—teacher asks for ending pitch.
4. Students begin dictating the first phrase at the wall.
5. Students dance phrases one and two—dictate second phrase.
The link for the recording of the tune is in D major while the score of the
tune is from the Playford and written in G major. The recording also includes
some ornamentation, so for the purposes of dictation it may be preferred to play
the tune on the piano. In this case, it is suggested to transpose the Playford
score to D major.
80
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6. Students dance complete tune—dictate third phrase.
7. Students sing using solfège.
8. Students suggest possible RNs, half sing melody, half improvise
harmony and repeat vice versa.
Assessment: Teacher will note accuracy of rhythms and pitches.
Figure 5.8. Skills lesson plan.
"Rufty Tufty,” from The English Dancing Master - John Playford

Students across from one another are referred to as partners,
students directly next to each other are referred to as neighbors.
This essentially makes two rows of students, grouped by fours: two
sets of partners and two sets of neighbors. Groups of four are 8
steps apart, partners are also 8 steps apart.
XX........XX....
: :
: :
: :
: :
: :
: :
: :
: :
XX........XX....

↕ partners
↔ neighbors

Bars 1-4: Partners walk 4 steps towards one another meeting in the
middle, then walk 4 steps back. (Repeat.)
Bars 5-8: Everyone steps to their right, left foot meets right, and
right foot taps - RLR, rhythm 1 & 2. Everyone steps to their left,
right foot meets left, and left foot taps - LRL, rhythm 1 & 2. Then
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everyone does a turn single: take 4 steps to make a circle around
the right shoulder.
Bars 9-14: Turn to walk away from the neighbor 4 steps, then turn
around to walk forward 4 steps back to the neighbor, turn single.
Figure 5.9. “Rufty Tufty” tune and dance.
The recording supplied in the lesson plan for this tune is melody alone
played on a nyckelharpa (see figure 5.10).81 The purpose of choosing this
particular instrument is two-fold: 1. This is an easy way to introduce the students
to something from another musical tradition. 2. For the second part of the class, it
is important that the students have only heard the melody. After dictating the
tune, the class suggests chords for harmonization. This tune is often harmonized
in D major for the first four bars with a phrase modulation to G major at the
beginning of the second phrase. But for the intended timing of this particular
lesson, the students do not yet know about modulation, so the harmonization for
this lesson will be all in G major. The instructor could return to this dance and
tune later in the semester to create a new harmonization with the students that
includes the modulation.

A nyckelharpa is a traditional Swedish instrument that is held similarly to
a guitar with a strap and bowed like a violin. Instead of using the left fingers
directly on the strings, there are keys to press. There are sixteen strings in total,
but only four of them are played and traditionally they are tuned C-G-C-A. The
remaining twelve strings are sympathetic strings, one for each pitch of the
chromatic scale. “Nyckel-What?” Nyckelharpa, Lore of the Strings, accessed
March 13, 2022, https://loreofthestrings.com/nyckelharpa.
81
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Figure 5.10. Nyckelharpa and violin.
Application Considerations
Integrating a holistic approach to teaching and learning is something that
is accessible for all, although it may look different from one student to the next.
Phrase movements can be directed in such a way that they are possible for
every student in the room. For example, instead of instructing the class to step
the beat during rhythmic dictation, offer various options and then have them find
the beat where it feels most natural in their bodies. They could walk around the
room or march in place, they could tap their chest or the desk, they could lean
their head left and right, they could rotate their spine turning their torso towards
the left and right, etc. In this case, there is not one student who needs the
exercise to be different from everyone else. Each person moves in their own way.
A movement lesson sometimes requires a different environment or
physical space than a typical classroom setup. Many lessons can be done from
desks or standing in place beside them, but other lessons might require the
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students to move freely through the space. Urista suggests that a twenty-six-byforty-foot classroom is best for a class of fifteen to eighteen students.82 There
may be days when class can meet in an alternative space for movement, such as
a concert hall or an outdoor area.
When in a typical classroom, it is beneficial to move the desks to the
perimeter of the room. The students can help move furniture at the beginning and
end of class. Not only does a group effort make the task faster, it “allows students
to own the learning environment” and “raises students’ energy levels for the start
of your class.”83 This could even be something done on a day when the lesson
does not involve movement, particularly if the desks are placed in a circle. As
discussed in Principle 5, affective realism influences our embodied experience.
Students being aware of their fellow classmates working in a classroom can
affect the concentration in the room: “The atmosphere created by dozens of
human beings occupying such spaces, quietly reading, typing on laptops, writing
in notebooks, can be a stimulus to learning. Being in a room with lots of other
engaged people provides a model for contemplating, absorbing, and wrestling
with ideas in communal solitude.”84
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Urista, 265.

83

Hrach, 26.

84

Hrach, 40.
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In Conclusion
These lessons are just a few examples of how movement can be one
activity blended into a class period. Even a desk activity like writing out a
dictation can be modified to have students standing since “human beings literally
think better on [their] feet.”85 As discussed in the second half of this chapter,
modifications may need to be available. Whether it is because of difficulty
standing or simply a height difference, writing at the wall can be easily modified
as students can place their own Post-Its on the wall wherever is best for them.
Applying a holistic view of the student and implementing the principles of
embodied cognition in the classroom requires a bold step away from what is
currently the standard method of instruction in higher education. As Hrach says:
If we care about their learning, we have a stake in harnessing the power of
students’ biochemical reward systems for acquiring new information and
encountering new situations with openness and curiosity. And our stake in
their learning means we will be more effective by figuring out how to
observe, guide, and assess the unfurling of students’ developing thoughts
and understanding—as expressed by/within their bodies.86
By addressing the whole nervous system, even small changes can have big
impacts on overall student well-being as well as understanding and retention of
material.

85

Hrach, 25.

86

Hrach, 53.
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As quoted at the close of chapter 1, “we must summon a radical bravery, a
willingness to step beyond the comfortable boundaries of traditions that no longer
sustain us.”87 I acknowledge how uncomfortable teaching from the perspective of
embodied cognition may be for some teachers (and students) in the beginning. It
is not necessary to immediately recreate every lesson of the semester or
suddenly jump straight from only giving lectures to teaching dance steps or
games. For example, the sample binary form lesson can be simplified to only arm
movements from desks to introduce the idea of the body and movement in
learning. The next time improvised movement is used in a lesson, maybe there is
more comfort in the room and the teacher can offer students the option to be up
and away from their desks and use more of their bodies. Awareness exercises
can likewise begin with what is least foreign. The first step might involve ending
class with questions like the ones Ferenc suggests, such as, “Which activities or
exercises on this topic were most challenging for me to complete? What was it
that was challenging and how did I overcome the challenge?”88 Once the
students are accustomed to having a reflection time in class, beginning a class
with a minute or two of centering does not sound quite as scary or weird. The
benefits are worth the initial discomfort—teaching from an embodied perspective
encourages a deeper, more active understanding and by taking advantage of
87

Owen-Smith, 121.

88

Ferenc, ¶ 7.
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learning science and part of the nervous system outside of the brain, teachers
can also impact overall student well-being.
Looking forward, I intend to continue developing my own understanding of
how to teach from a holistic view with a focus on embodiment. One of the hopes
of writing this thesis is that other pedagogues will begin to see these practices in
a new light, as well. Understanding that movement is beneficial to learning past
elementary school can be a catalyst for effective change in higher education.
May this be part of the path towards addressing more students as whole people
instead of brains on sticks.
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APPENDIX 1 - Class Openers

As discussed in Principle 5 of chapter three, even a short centering
practice at the beginning of class can have a positive impact. The following are a
few examples:
1. Three-part breath. In yoga, it is known as dirga swasam. Imagine filling first
the belly, thereby sensing the affects of diaphragm movement. Second,
imagine filling the sides of the body and third, imagine filling the chest. Both
the second and third parts of the breath offer sensation of rib movement.
Then exhale chest, sides, belly. This is a slow breath. One suggestion is to
make the inhalation and exhalation each six counts long. Repeat as many
times as it takes for students to settle, maybe nine rounds.
2. Neck releases. Repeat each of the following movements three times. Inhale,
tilt the head backwards; exhale, tilt chin to chest. Inhale, return to upright
center; exhale, rotate head left; inhale, return to upright center; exhale, rotate
head right. Then do the following steps on each side. Inhale, reach right hand
down and away; exhale drop left ear to left shoulder. (Allow left shoulder to
relax down.) Hold for three breaths and on the next exhale, keep head tilted
but rotate to look slightly up towards the ceiling. Hold for another three
breaths and on the next exhale, keep head tilted but rotate down to look at
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the shoulder beneath the head. (Right hand is all the while reaching down
and away; left shoulder is relaxed.) Hold for three breaths and then exhale to
center. Inhale, reach left hand down and away; exhale drop right ear to right
shoulder and repeat sequence.
3. Body scan. Example script: Eyes may be open or closed, whatever is
comfortable to you. Bring your attention down to your feet—not to do anything
with them, just to become aware of them and where they are in space. Scan
your attention up your legs… up the front of your torso… down each arm…
back up each arm and then down the sides of your torso… then scan around
to the back of your body and scan up your back… past your shoulders, scan
up your neck, the back of your head, and to the crown of your head. Notice
how the chair supports you and connects you to the ground. Then observe
your breath. What freedom of movement are you aware of? Soften your
face… and become aware of your whole self… the room… and the present
moment. If your eyes have been closed, begin to blink them open.
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APPENDIX 2 - Sample Lesson Plan Materials and Resources
Clefs Lesson Plan Materials
Figure A.2.1. Clef worksheet, started in-class and finished as homework.
Theory 1

Name: _______________________________
Due ___________

Write the letter names under each note.
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Practice drawing each clef ten times.

Identify the given pitch by writing the letter name below the note. Then rewrite
that exact pitch in the next clef.
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Inversions and Part-Writing Lesson Plan Materials
Figure A.2.2. Part-writing guidelines review.89

Kristen Hansen, A Plaine and Easie Guide to Music Theory (Durham:
Self-published, Lulu Press Inc., 2016), 223-224.
89
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Figure A.2.3. Part-writing homework.
Theory 1

Name: _______________________________
Due ___________

Realize the examples below following the rules of good part-writing. Complete a
RN analysis.

Circle and identify the part-writing errors.
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Binary Form Lesson Plan Materials
Figure A.2.4. Bourrée score.
J.S. Bach: Suite in E Minor for Lute, BWV 996
Mvt. 6: Bourrée
1

4

9

14

19
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Figure A.2.5. Gavotte score.
J.S. Bach: English Suite in G Minor for Harpsichord, BWV 808
Mvt. 5: Gavotte I
1
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17

23

29
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Figure A.2.6. Binary form homework.
Theory 2

Name: _______________________________
Due ___________

Complete a RN analysis and create a line diagram of the form.
J.S. Bach: French Suite No. 5 in G Major for Harpsichord, BWV 816
Mvt. 2: Courante
1

5

10

15
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20

24

28
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